The Realization of Intelligent Charge Control System Based on The Marketing Service System and The Electricity Collection System
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Abstract: In view of the present situation of the popularization and application of the power supply enterprise smart meter, smart meters, marketing business system and analysis of the electric energy data acquire system, current prepaid business and customer service business model have been unable to adapt to the new technologies and new ways through the proposed marketing business system and the implementation of the electric energy data acquire system of intelligent charge control system based on to help the power supply enterprise to enhance the electrical charge risk control ability and service level, strengthen the fine management of power supply enterprise.

1. Introduction

With the advancement of smart grid construction, power supply enterprises began to fully build a collection system of intelligent power consumption information aim for "full coverage, full collection, full charge control", to realize the transformation from the simple electric quantity collection to the user side comprehensive data collection, the user's electricity management, to achieve the power grid applications of efficient, economical and intelligent.

The construction of Big Data and implementation of cloud computing for power supply enterprises, it provides the storage, centralization, integration, calculation, sharing and analysis of the real-time and historical data formed by the various business applications in the production process, at the same time provide a unified standard of access, is an infrastructure of information that provides technical support for green power grids and operations management applications-particularly cross-disciplinary and cross-functional, integrated business applications that provide real-time historical data.

According to the company's plans of smart table to promote, the new business model produce a revolutionary impact and change to the traditional business model of marketing, traditional business acceptance, meter reading, accounting, fees, reminder fees, stop power business, metering asset management, customer service business models have been unable to adapt to the needs of new technologies and new ways; On the other side, with the development and maturity of smart meter technology and the improvement of user-side integrated data collection, it will create conditions for the company to improve the power consumption risk control ability, enhance the customer service level and other fine management, construction cost control management system to fully support the marketing fee control business development is imperative.

Based on the modern information communication means, relying on high-efficient large data storage and cloud computing processing technology, combining the electric power marketing application system and the electricity information collecting system, the intelligent electric charge control combines the advanced electric marketing business concept, realize all functions of the
remote or local prepaid user fee control service from the master station, the terminal, the meter three links.

2. Intelligent cost control architecture

Intelligent charge control system architecture is divided into four layers: the terminal layer, communication layer, business and data processing layer, user layer, as Fig.1 shown[7]:

![Fig. 1 Intelligent charge control architecture](image1)

Terminal layer: Covering the power industry can involve all the terminal equipment, such as the main station, terminals, meters and so on; All terminal equipment through a variety of wired and wireless network and intelligent charge control system communication, reporting terminal data and the implementation of the platform issued an order.

Communication layer: Including the support of power terminals of a variety of devices, such as wireless base stations, SMS gateways, industry gateways, but also includes the Internet, VPN, LAN and so on. The main function of the communication layer is to provide transparent transmission of data, which is the communication bridge between the terminal layer and the intelligent control system layer.

Business and data processing layers: Including the access, calculation, storage of the Power acquisition system’s real-time data; The accounting, cost of configuration information of Marketing business system’s synchronization access; Intelligent charge control system for the cost control management.

User layer: Involving the provincial network at all levels of leadership, the functional business sector, user management and so on. Log on the platform at all levels to view the statistics of various applications, functional departments at all levels log on the platform for cost control management, user login platform for platform management and maintenance.

3. Intelligent charge control system function

The function structure of intelligent charge control system is shown in Fig.2.

3.1 Local power purchase

Card table power purchase: To achieve from the marketing business application system to obtain the user's electricity price, arrears and other information, to determine whether the sale of electricity, calculate the minimum amount of electricity sales and receive the amount of electricity sales, the user number, asset number, purchase amount and purchase Electricity and other information written to the user card, and print out the relevant bills, while the number of purchase power purchase, purchase power purchase information such as the amount of electricity.

3.2 Remote power purchase

Remote power sales: Smart table local charge control users through business counters, online banking, third-party collection channels for remote power purchase channels; and the purchase of electricity information issued to the smart table[8].

3.3 Purchasing power parameter management

Electricity price adjustment: To achieve the intelligent control of the local user control of the meter to adjust the power price settings; purchase of electricity parameters adjustment issued: the realization of electricity prices, meter reading cases, transformer ratio than the purchase of electricity prices.
parameters adjustment issued.

3.4 Power purchase review management

Job Review: For dispatching of electricity price adjustment, dispatching of electric parameters adjustment, and adjustment of dispatching case, it is necessary to carry out manual processing for unsuccessful work, and the job is handled by designated personnel. According to the results of the "job review", the "price adjustment information", "power purchase parameter adjustment information" and "meter reading day adjustment information" which have failed to be issued by the remote control are programmed through the management card, and the user parameters are read and written by the card Information on-site settings.

3.5 Balance comparison

Measurement strategy configuration: According to the intelligent management of the user needs to develop various types of user measurement task rules [9].

Calculation of Electricity: According to the measurement task information, the electricity calculation task is launched from time to time, and the electricity consumption is calculated by the meter reading data collected by the electric information collecting system; And the user who has abnormality in the electric power consumption calculation enters the abnormal processing.

Balance comparison: According to the electricity charge of electricity, combined with real-time balance of the system in advance to calculate the user real-time / quasi-real-time remaining amount.

3.6 Charge control management

The master station calculates the remaining power charge based on the user's payment information and the data of the user's power meter collected at regular time, when the remaining tariff is equal to or lower than the alarm threshold, the main station issued a reminder alarm command to inform the user timely payment. When the residual power is equal to or lower than the trip threshold, the master station issued a trip control command to inform the user and cut off power supply. After the successful payment by the user, the master station shall promptly issue the allowable closing command within the specified time to allow the closing.

The master station can input and store the electric energy rate period and rate and the charge control parameters including the purchase order number, the payment value, the alarm and trip threshold according to the payment information of the user, and deliver the terminal and the electric energy meter. When you need to control the user, the terminal issued a cost-control input command, the terminal according to the alarm and trip threshold, respectively, the implementation of alarm and trip. After successful payment by the user, the master station shall promptly issue the permitting closing command within the specified time to allow closing.

3.7 Cost Control Configuration Management

Fee control input debugging, the system from the marketing business system to obtain payment information, and the initial purchase of electricity debugging work for the cost control inputs and the lifting of the provision of technical support. If the initial purchase of electricity should be terminal control function of debugging, if debugging is not successful, then trigger on-site process.

The control parameter is issued to the user terminal which carries out the terminal and the meter charging control, and the pre-purchase electric control is executed by the remote control technical means to the pre-purchase electric control parameter to the control terminal.

User balance view, the system can call the user terminal to check the remaining balance of payment or power and display.

3.8 Charge control

For the main station to implement the cost control of customers, according to customer fee control situation through remote control of technical means, according to pre-set tripping times to control. Including the pre-purchase of electric control input and pre-electric control cancellation.

3.9 Fee management fees

The system can control the arrears according to the requirements of remote control through technical means to put into force or lift the reminder of the alarm, reminders fee power,Prompts the charge control to receive, The control parameters are issued.

3.10 Cost control condition information release
The system can inquire the request according to the received user terminal working condition, call terminal conditions, and release the user terminal operating mode data.

3.11 Charge control statistics

The system can control the situation of charge control. View the number of cost-controlled users in the region where the operator is located. As well as the number of users to meet the query conditions, as well as the amount of consumption, the total balance, terminal conditions and other information.

3.12 Communication Interface

The method comprises the following steps: sending the data to the terminal or the meter through the wireless / wired way of the master station; uploading the data to the master station by the terminal or the meter wirelessly / wiredly; and analyzing and processing the RS485 communication interface protocol of the meter.

3.13 SMS service

SMS service is to better serve the user, user-friendly and recharge. There are cost reminders SMS, cost alarm SMS, the same period and the cost of tips SMS and so on[10].

3.14 Workload engine

The realization of the workflow can be configured to manage and automatic flow control.

4. Conclusion

Based on the marketing business system and the power acquisition system of the intelligent control system, through the user data acquisition, real-time data collection, data transmission, cloud computing, terminal billing, remote monitoring, two-way interaction, user experience and other processes to manage and control the user prepaid, Realization of intelligent charge control function, power supply enterprises not only changed the old "copy", and nuclear power acquisition process, also lead to reliable control after paying income loss unreliable a prepaid, but also to enhance the fine management of the power supply enterprise has provided technical means.
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